A reduction formula for p artitioned m atri ces is app li ed to block-stochastic m at ri ces and other types of partitioned m atrices in order to reduce the compu tation in findin g the eigenvalues. Such matrices occur frequently in physics and chemistry, an d the red uctio n formulas given h ere h ave been a pplied successfull y in practical problems. In addition, some res ults of A. Bra uer on stochastic m atrices and of J . vVillia mson in partitioned matrices are genera li zed.
Introduction
In a previous paper ,1 a general reduction formula was given for certain partitioned matri ces, A I2
(1 ) of order Ñ, wllCl'e t he s ubmatrices, A ih h ave dimens ions nt X nj> i,j= I ,2, . .. t , and One of the special cases of this general t heorem is of partic ular interest in practi cal applica tions to the problem of ftnding t he eigenvalues of a matrix and, in fact , has been applied successfully to s uch problem s. This special case is given below as theorem 1, since its proof is simpler than that fo[, the general theorem and exhibits the tran sforma tion matrices needed for the reduction formula.
This result is used in section 3 to give generalizations of some theorems by A. Brauer 2 on stochastic matrices. Other applications are given in later sec tions.
As in the previo us paper, for a given p artitioning of a matrix A we shall call the submatrices, A i}, th e blocks of A and we sball write A = (A ij) . Th e clements of the blocks will be denoted by a (~t), i.e.,
A ij = (a(!{).
Unless otherwise stated , t he matrices will be I I, . HaYllsworth, Reduction formulas [or partitioncd matrices (to bc publishcd). arbitrary complex matrices. Also, since we will b e dealing t hroughou t wi th matrices A = (Aij) of form (1) , we will a~su me, unless otherwise indicated, that the sta tements and formulas given are true for i,j = I,2, .. . , t.
. Special Reduction Formula
For Lbe sak e of completen ess we include a lemma from the previous paper 1 which is n eeded in the proofs of theorems 1 and 3. In this lemma we consid er t hree cases where t liere are zeros in convenien t places in Lhe blocks of [), partitioned ma trix, A. III each of these cases A is r edu cible, and the proof consists merely ill defi.ning Lhe permllLaLion matrix which puts A into the redu ced form ,
where 0 and T are square matrices and 0 is a matrix composed enLirely of zeros. 
we have a new matrix A in which the matrices Gij are together in the upper left corner, and the matrices T jj are together in the lower right corner. So A will have the form (2) where G= (Cij) and T = (Tij).
3 . Case 3 follows immediately now by first applying the permutation in 2 to the rows and columns of A and then applying the permutation in 1 to the rows and columns containing T.
THEOREM 1: Suppose the blocks A ij oj the partitioned matrix given in (1 ) satisjy the equation (6) where B ij is a square matrix oj order 1' , ° < r;:;;;'n i, with strict inequality jor at least one value oj i , and X i is an n iX r matrix with a nonsingular matrix oj order l' X z(i) , in the first l' rows. L et the last ni-r r~ws oj X i be X~i), and let Since by (7) and (10) then by (0) , and, using (11) and (9),
A(W )
So, if we let P be the direct sum of the matrices 1'" (13) and let then A has the blocks Aij given in (12), and the simultaneous permutation of rows and columns of A given by case 2 of the lemma above, will put it into form (8).
Generalizations of Brauer Theorems on Stochastic Matrices
A. Brauer 2 proved a number of interesLing theorems about generalized sLoc hasLic matrices, i.e., matrices A = (aij) of order n s nch Lhat " "L,aij=s,
Sneh matrices have as onc root , s, and the vector corresponding to thi s root is
The redu ction formula of theorem 1 is applied in t his section t o matrices which can be partitioned into stochastic blocks, to give generalizations of Brauer 's results. If a matrix: A of order N can be partitioned in to I rectangular (n iX nj) blocks, in each of which the row-sums arc all C'q nal, i.e.,
A ij= (a h~j) ),
A is a block-stochastic matrix. (17) statem ent 1 follows ilmnediately, for b y (17), if we set 1' = 1 in (6) the matrices B ij of theorem 1 arc simply the elem ents Sij given b y (15). Then , if we subdivide A ij as in (7), A (~~) consists of all the elem ents of the block A i} except for those in the first ro"". and column , i.e., : ].
Agj)= (ahl/)) a nd

A gj)= (aW ))
e-2f+ g
Thus e-2j+ g is a root, and tbere arc t wo deo-encrate roots since the ma trix 01 corresponds to "'the quadratic matrix which remains when t he root e-2j+ g is factOl'ed out of O2 ,
COROLLARY (TH EOREM 2): I f A is a block-stochastic matrix with nt X nj blocks ' A ij, and P = "L, ·P t , 0 = "L,·Q i where P i and Qi are permutation matrices of order n i, any matrix P AQ is also block-stochastic and has t roots in common with A.
PROOF: Since the row-sums in a given block would be uncbanged by permuUJ tions within the block, this followf' immediately from statemeD t 1 of theorem 2.
Brauer (see footnote 2) proved the following theorems for certain special stochastic matrices:
1. Assume that (j = 2, 3, ... n; i < j ). (T he second of Brauer's theorems comes as a special case of the above if we permu te the rows and columns so that the columns jl, j2,' .. , jT are the last r columns of the matrix. Also it isn't necessary that all the nondiagonal elements of a column be equal as in Brauer's hypothesis.) PROOF: By theorem 2, N -t roots of A are roots of 0= (Oij) . Here we h ave i, j = 1,2, ... , t, since by hypothesis, O< r < min n i, and thus min n ;> 1. But by (16) and (18), O ij is a partially triangular rna trix with elemen ts a (!t> -c(i1> on the diagonal of the triangular portion , i.e ., for k = n j -r+ l , ... , n j • Then, using case 3 of the lemma lLbove, we _can permute the rows and columns of A so th at A is similar to the matrL--;:
when Q= COhk) is a matrix of order tr having square blocks of order t, defined by (15), on the diagonal, and Qhk= 0 for k < h.
4 . Other Applications
In this section we will mention several other types of partitioned matrices, A = (Aif), such that (20) where P is the direct sum of transformation matrices P i, and B =(B ii), 0 = (Oii), are partitioned matrices which will be defined in each case. W e also give a case where the transformation P AP-l produces a real matrix from a complex one.
Since the proof in each case is the same and consists m erely in performing the indicated matrix multiplications, it will not b e given in detail .
.1. Block-Circulant Matrices
This is the case where each block A ii is a circulant matrL--;: of order n. The resul t (2 1) is given by Williamson. 3 The roots of A are roots of the n matrices of order t,
where Eh is one of the nth roots of unity.
. Block-Singular Matrices
If A is singular, of rank n-l, there exists a vector X= (Xl, xz, ... , xn) , with componcn ts not all zero, such that
A.X= X·O.
We may assume, without loss of generality, that Xl= 1. Then, as in theorem 1, if X = I + X 2 , we ' can let (22) and , applying the transformation (16), we can show that the nonzero roots of A are roots of
If A has rank less than n -l , the same type of transformation can be applied to the matrix 0 and this can be continued until a nonsingular matrix is ~ obtained. Or, we may be able to partition A into blocks so that
Then if we let P = "L,P i, where each P i has the form (22), and apply transformation (20), we show It is well known 5 tha t s uch m atrices have cb aracteris tic l'ooLs wh ie lt m ay b e wl'iLLen in th e form (1e= 1, 2, . .. , n) (24) and , if we let Ok= br/n + 1 iL is easy to show th at t he characLeri sLic vector corresponding Lo Ak h as componen ts (25) since the trigonometr ic identi ties
If, in addiLio11 , t h e maLrix (a ij) is stochastic, with row s um s, by theorem 1, A has as n of its roots th e number s+ (l /n + 1)2t eos br (lc= ] , ... , n ) . The o ther n(t -l ) roots arc d egenera te with multipli ci ty n, since the maLrices Oij in (5) b ecome, b y (22) for any value of n,
Complex Matrices Similar to Real Matrices
A = (A i}) where eac h blo ck is n 2 X 2 mnLrix defin ed as fo llows :
(i= 1, ... , lc). 
